
„kleine Halbe“

the new standard bottle uniting tradition and modernity



Progressive. Agile. Packaging.



History of re-use

1929 

Coca Cola launches first

reusable bottle in Germany



0,5l Euro Beer bottle

since the 1930s

0,7l GDB water bottle

since 1969

0,5l NRW bottle since 

1980s

0,33l Ale bottle since 

1990s

0,7l VDF water bottle

since 1972

Evolution of re-use…



over 150 
different 
shapes

... in changing markets



Today‘s issues

over 150 
different 
shapes

- More complicated logistics

- Resorting required

- Additional storage

- Increasing costs

=> Individualism in packaging drops ecology



Squaring the circle



After all - still leading



Re-Standardisation



“new, nice designed, contemporary re-useable pool-bottle with 

standardized usability and minimized resource-consumption”

?

Back to the roots - improved



…should be:

- Easy
- Attractive
- Solving issues
- Creating added value

…should not be:

- Expensive
- Boring
- Complicated
- Isolated application

Starting with a white paper

Re-useable packaging



Weight

Design

Circulation systems

Sizes and diameters

Filling lines

Crates and multipacks

Bottle manufacturing

Logistics and transport

Challenge



Creation

New 0,33l pool-bottle
inspired by 1930s 0,5l Euro 
beer bottle 

Standard diameter

Smaller height

- 25 % weight



Create: Inbound:

1930s inspired retro-design

Resorting - friendly crates

Verification of re-useability

A market big enough to carry itself

Standardized useability

Standardized processability

Reverse vending machines

German refund rates

Create and inbound



> 1. 000.000,- €

Efforts

13 months

> 500 hrs of work

> 100.000 Euro costs

Total investment in the first year after launch*

*summarized all costumers, suppliers, marketing, etc.



Achievements

Sold bottles:

> 13.000.000

- 25 % weight x 13.000.000 =  - 910.000 kg glass

(*compared to standard 330ml Longneck bottle / figures provided by Wiegand Glas, A. Sieber / BV-Glas calculation tool)

Sold crates:

> 400.000

Gained costumers:

25 with over 80 products

Ecological facts:

Up to 10 % higher filling speed

+ 30 % transport- and storage usage = - 903.000 kg CO2



Succeed global

Costumer products examples:

- BioPils Kaiser - produced with

100% organic ingredience and solar power 

from brewery rooftop

- Öselbirch - organic birch tree juice from Lettland

- FZ-Getränke - local, family owned

NAB producer, brand relaunch

- Truth Kombucha - organic quality Kombucha

from the Netherlands



We stay ambitious

2020

- Electricity from 100 %

renewable sources

(*compared to standard 330ml Longneck bottle / figures provided by Wiegand Glas, A. Sieber / BV-Glas calculation tool)

2022

- 100 % Biogas for

melting process

Vision

- Markets first pay-per-use concept for bottles

=> Erase the need of ownership and investment, maximize rotation, minimize dead stocks



You also have a white paper in front of you, 

go get started!

Be inspired



Thank you!


